It Might Be TodaY
Halloween TV
Every Sunday we present a prophecy update. We show how
news and trends in the world corroborate centuries-old
prophecies you read in the Bible.
The Bible predicts an acceleration in occult activity as we
approach the end of the age.
First Timothy 4:1 The Spirit clearly says that in later times some
will abandon the faith and follow deceiving spirits and things
taught by demons.
Along those lines I was fascinated to discover that on Halloween
of this year a new occult television, radio and internet network
was launched. HeraldOnline.com published a article titled,
Worldwide Illuminati Network Supporting Witchcraft and Pagan
Lifestyles To Debut on Halloween.
Excerpts:
A new worldwide network that will support new age, witchcraft,
spiritual, pagan and other alternative lifestyles and feature a 24hour online television and radio network plus Internet on demand
services will debut October 31, said co-founders Steve McManus
and Elizabeth Sturino.
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“People interested in these lifestyles haven’t had a centralized
location where they can find the latest information,” McManus
said. “With the Illuminati Network, they will not only be able to
find such items as their favorite occult radio personalities, but they
will also be able to find information on all alternative lifestyle
events and issues.”
The network will also have children’s programming for parents
who want to educate their children about their lifestyle.
http://www.heraldonline.com/2012/10/26/4367259/worldwide-illuminati-networksupporting.html#storylink=cpy

In a clarifying statement on the network's website you read,
We are not the “Illuminati” you hear about in stories and political
rhetoric. We are not a clandestine group of uber-wealthy power
mongers bent on maintaining a grip on our wealth and power by
enslaving you. People like that DO exist in our world. People like
that are popularly referred to as “The Illuminati” and references
are often made to “The Illuminati Network." The term has been
erroneously applied to these unscrupulous people for some three
centuries now. Those people AREN’T illuminated. They are
operating in Darkness. A true Illuminatus is a person that travels
a path of spiritual ascension, endeavoring to raise the vibration of
humanity by instilling hope and offering encouragement and
assistance. The true Illuminati do not keep people isolated from
one another, ill-informed and afraid of each other. The true
Illuminati encourage and enable open and honest communication
and a free flow of true and accurate information so that people
can see how little there is to fear.
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As an example the founders of the network say, “There are many
modern witches, but they do not fly around on brooms. There is a
very progressive community of people who practice witchcraft
who have never been able to fight misconceptions with a single
voice.”
By itself an occult media network might not seem so much. But
add it to the multitude of other signs and you see that we are
definitely living in the last days prophesied in the Bible thousands
of years ago.
Are you ready for the rapture? If not, get ready, stay ready, and
keep looking up. Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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